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REVEREND MOON AND HIS JEWS

According to two different accounts , about 40 percent of the American followers
of Reverend Sun MYung Moon are Jewish .

There is no way to verify that exact

statistic , but the fact remains that some shockingly high disproportion of Moon ' s
membership if made up of young Jews.

Reverend Moon is the Korean gentleman who says he received a series of revelations
from Jesus Christ which indicated that Satan upset God ' s plans for a perPect world
twice :

once when Satan seduced Eve in the Garden of Eden; and again when Satan

arranged to have Jesus crucified, which God had not counted on .
another Messiah to create the perfect world .

Now, God has sent

Divivne Principle , the bible of Moon ' s

Unification Church , says that this new messiah was born in Korea, "the new Israel " ,
shortly after World War I .

Moon was born in Korea in 1920 .

Moon admits to being that messiah .

"At the time of Jesus ," he said, "The people of

the Jewish faith , as well as the Israeli government , used their power to persecute
Jesus and crucified him .

When history was repeated in Korea , the Korean Christian

population used their power to destroy my Life ."

Some of his other words make one uneasy on the political level.

If

I have a master

strategy to win America", he said , and he made it clear that he was not just talking
about a spiritual victory .
11

He talks about himself as the " commander-in- chief" in

a phycial battle " , and about his growing influence with political leaders .

Indeed,

the movement admits to spending at least $60 , 000 a year in Washington to influence
Congressmen , and some relationships to highly placed Congressmen have been revealed
in recent newspaper reports.

(2)

There are many questions to ask about the Reverend Moon's movement, which has
grown very wealthy.

But one question of immediate interest:

ment have such interest for Jewish youth?

why does this move-

As a matter of fact, the same question

might be asked about several similar movements with a disproportion of J ewish followers, such as Maharaji 1 s Divine Light Missions, or the Hare Krishna sect.

There is the inevitable psychiatric theory, as proposed by one academician:
families are typically "authoritarian ".

Jewish

The parents are stern, discipline is t ight ,

and as a result , Jewish young people tend to seek authoritative father-like figures
who can provide black and white answers for the problems of the day .

That is an

all-purpose psychiatric theory which can also be used to explain the past disproportionate attraction of Jewish youth to Marxist-Leninist political parties .

There are some general theories which are more convincing.

Movements such as Moon ' s

attract mostly middle-class , affluent , colle ge- educated youth who are ideologyprone , and who have made the astonishing and troubling discovery that "bread is not
enough" .

Jews are disproportionately represented among the middle- class , affluent ,

college-educated; therefore, it could be

11

expected" that they could be dispropor-

tionately represented in such movements .

However, the discovery that "bread is not enough" is rather basic to Judaism .
Where were

all these Jewish youth that they did not earlier learn about this

"discovery 11 and the values that transcend materialism?

Of even more pratical importance , perhaps

the young people in the Moon and other

such movements are not just seeking answers; they are, above all , seeking a "sense
of community " within which they can look for answers .

The techniques of all these
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ANGOLA AND ANTI- ZIONI SM

There is a frighteneing editorial on "Zionism" in a recent issue of People's
World, the Communist Party newspaper published in Berkeley.
tionship to the U.N.'s anti-Zionist resolution

It has some rela-

and to the situation in Angola.

The editorial is frightening not because of the specific effect it will have, but
because it is a peek into the fascist-like

dep~avity

of the Communist mind,

here and abroad.

The editorial is designed to constrmc.tl. a cold, deliberate lie, which the editorial
writer knew was a lie:

namely that Zionism is racist, as demonstated by Israel's

treatment of its Arab citizens .

The editorial writer accuses the Israeli society 0f depressing the education of
its Arab citizens.

In fact, when Israel was established, less than one third

of school-age children were attending school; today, 92 per cent of school-age
Arab children are attending school.

"

The number of Arab elementary and secondary

schools has increased from about 50 to over 350; the number of Arab teachers from
about 300 to over 6000.

The editorial accuses the Israeli sqciety of depressing health care for its
citizens.

Arab

In fact the death rate of Israeli non-Jewish citizens in Israel is

lower than that of the Jewish population (6. 2 per 1000 vs. 7. 2 per ~QOO) .

This

is mainly due to the revolution in medical services provided to Arab Israelis
which has reduced the general prevalence of illness and the rate of infant mortality.

